



All too often society is shocked by heinous crimes: Germany and Finland have been affected by school shootings, Belgium has suffered from child murderer Marc Dutroux (​http:​/​​/​www.videoactive.eu​/​VideoActive​/​VideoDetails.do?id=VA_RTBF20081024144146102&sw=dutroux&curitem=3&curpage=0​) and likewise Austria has been shaken by the ‘incest granny' Josef Fritzl Josef Fritzl (​http:​/​​/​www.videoactive.eu​/​VideoActive​/​VideoDetails.do?id=VA_DW2008121616165669&sw=fritzl&curitem=0&curpage=0​), and Great Britain by the serial-killer couple Fred and Rosemary West. The media reports of these persons and their actions are followed by bewilderment, anger and a search for the cause of their actions.
There is continuity in the way television addresses these horrors: the murderers are central to the reports instead of, for example, the victims or the circumstances. The murderers are the ‘stars’ of the reports as they receive all the attention; even trivial details are covered extensively and, more importantly, everything human is omitted so that we are left with clichés about the ‘ultimate evil’. If we were to rely on the media only, the morally deviant acts of these persons appear to determine their complete personality: these criminals are seemingly in no other way human than in their terrible crimes. They grow out to be absolutely ‘evil persons’, in fact ‘evil persons’ that we are fascinated by. Similar to regular and morally acceptable media stars each television, newspaper and Internet report on ‘evil’ events pivots around the ‘evil person’.
 
But how is that possible? How can ‘evil persons’ become media stars? To find an answer we must examine the nature of the media, the manner in which we perceive regular stars and in what ways ‘our’ culture deals with moral deviation.
  
Television and persons
Television occupies a central place in our media orientedculture. Even in the Internet age we hold on to television’s typical way of telling stories and transmitting information. Television’s discursive structure leaves little room for abstract notions: events are described, analysed and evaluated in concrete images and words. This we recognize in television reports on a wide range of subjects, from sports all the way to elections.
By an emphasis on the concrete person, people are centralized. Television is about people rather than about, for example, social structures (except when concrete persons can be used to show these). There is an important ideological consequence to the media’s placing of persons at the centre stage: there is the suggestion that what we get to see must be real. By telling stories of people media appear to tell (most of) the truth.
  
Regular media stars
Richard Dyer demonstrates in his book Stars (BFI: 1998) that there were already stars in the early days of media: in early cinema for instance it was already customary to centralize and give prominence to a select group of people. Movie stars like Rudolph Valentino were dependant on public opinion for the evaluation of their acting performance. With the advent of television a new type of star arises. There is no longer a necessity to appreciate exceptional acting achievements: television stars are ‘simply’ famous because of their manifold appearance on TV. Their regular (and recognizable) contributions to shows are what bring presenters fame, no matter how mediocre their professional qualities may be. Stars are becoming more ‘regular’: their characteristics seem to resemble more and more those of ‘ordinary’ people. This makes them, ideologically speaking, appear progressively more ‘real’; of Paris Hilton we tend to think that she is really as stupid as she is portrayed in the media. 
Evil persons as media stars
We have seen that the media use people to tell stories, and that key persons can grow out to be stars. But how does television construct the appearance of ‘evil persons’ like the Finnish school shooter Pekka-Eric Auvinen and French serial killer Michel Fourniret?
Generally speaking, these ultimate evil persons resemble ordinary media stars: they are the people that are central to a story; everything else is subordinate to their appearance. Also, their media appearances seem to be ‘true’: it looks like we are getting to know ‘real persons’. However, ‘evil persons’ differentiate from ordinary stars as well. Unlike ordinary television stars ‘evil’ stars are not known for their mediocre qualities: they in contrast have performed exceptional acts. In addition, evil persons are not portrayed as ‘round characters’ (i.e. multi-dimensional people), but as a ‘flat character’ (one-dimensional, stereotypical people): of Paris Hilton we know that she is both a ‘fashionista’ and committed to animal rights, however of ultimate ‘evil persons’, such as Marc Dutroux, there is nothing we get to know except for that which can be related to their crimes. Even the most trivial details of their life-stories supports the telling of their atrocities. Finally, the mediation of ‘evil persons’ goes hand in hand with a strong moral discourse: where there are supporters and opponents of ordinary stars, or where we can escape a moral view altogether, ‘evil’ stars are immersed in a closed moral discourse on their acts: morality is the only perspective through which we are allowed to understand them.A comparison between Belgian, Dutch and Austrian television material shows no differences in the media construction of bad guys; it is a trans-border kind of media star.
 
Conclusion





See also Video Active clips on:
Michel Fourniret (​http:​/​​/​www.videoactive.eu​/​VideoActive​/​VideoDetails.do?id=VA_RTBF20081203140732425&sw=fourniret&curitem=0&curpage=0​)
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